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Abstract 
In a process calculus, we say that a name x is uniformly receptive for a process P if: (1) at 
any time P is ready to accept an input at x, at least as long as there are processes that could 
send messages at x; (2) the input offer at x is functional, that is, all messages received by P at x 
are applied to the same continuation. In the n-calculus this discipline is employed, for instance, 
when modeling functions, objects, higher-order communications, or remote-procedure calls. We 
formulate the discipline of uniform receptiveness by means of a type system, and then we study 
its impact on behavioural equivalences and process reasoning• We develop some theory and 
proof techniques for uniform receptiveness, and illustrate their usefulness on some non-trivial 
examples. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: n-calculus; Types; Uniform receptiveness 
1. Introduction 
The r~-calculus [14] is a paradigmatical process calculus for message-passing con- 
currency. Two processes with acquaintance of a given name can use it to interact 
with each other. Names themselves may be exchanged in communications, which can 
model modifications of  the linkage structure among processes. These are the basic pro- 
cess constructs (using small letters for names and capital letters for processes): -a(b).P, 
the output of  b at a with P as continuation; a(b).P, an input at a with b placeholder for 
the name received in the input; PI I P2, the parallel composition of  the two processes; 
va P, which makes name a local to P; and !P, which denotes a potentially infinite 
number of  copies of P in parallel. 
In this paper, we study the situation in which certain names are uniformly receptive. 
A name x is receptive in a process P if at any time P is ready to accept an input at x (at 
least as long as there are processes that could send messages at x). The receptiveness 
of x is uniform if  all inputs at x have the same continuation. Receptiveness ensures 
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that any message sent at x can be immediately processed; uniformity ensures that there 
is a unique way in which a message at x may be processed (that is, the input end of 
x is "functional"). 
These are semantic onditions, and are undecidable. To obtain decidable conditions 
we impose some restrictions. Roughly, we guarantee receptiveness by demanding that 
the name is available in input-replicated form as soon as created. For instance, x is 
receptive in 
/191 def def = vx(!x(p) .P[Q)  P2 = vx(~(x).!x(p).P) (1) 
(On the right, name x is created when the output ?(x) is consumed since, before 
this, x is frozen, l )  We guarantee uniformity by demanding that there is only one 
input occurrence of the name; hence in (1) the name x should not occur free in input 
position in P and Q. To preserve the uniformity property in a network of processes, 
we then also demand that only the output capability of the name may be transmitted; 
that is, as all 7r-calculus names, so uniformly receptive names can be transmitted but, 
in contrast with the other names, they can be used by a recipient only in output - 
retransmitting the name, or sending a message at it. (This uniformity condition implies 
that the unfolding law of replication !R = R[!R is not applicable if R is of the form 
!x(p).P; it is a common consequence of decidable syntactic restrictions, such as type 
systems, that semantically meaningful terms are ruled out.) 
In the processes P1 and P2 above, the receptiveness at x is persistent, which is 
necessary if unboundedly many messages could be sent at x. It is useful to consider 
separately the case in which at most one message can be sent. Then the replication in 
front of the input at x is unnecessary. We call the first form og-receptiveness, the second 
linear receptiveness. (More generally, we can have n-ary receptiveness, for 1 <~n<~o, 
but n C {1,~o} is, pragmatically, the most interesting case). 
Uniform receptiveness corresponds to a precise discipline in the usage of names; it 
could be formulated by syntactic means, but it is easier and more elegant to do so 
using a type system along the lines of existing type systems for the 7r-calculus. Isolating 
and studying receptiveness (for brevity, here and in the remainder we often omit the 
adjective uniform) is justified by the ubiquity of receptive names in applications of the 
zt-calculus - see the examples below. 
The impact of receptiveness on behavioural equivalences and process reasoning is 
the main focus of this paper. We shall develop some theory and proof techniques 
for processes with receptive names, and then illustrate their usefulness by means of 
a few non-trivial examples: the proof of some transformations that introduce paral- 
lelism in a resource; the proof of the correctness of  an optimisation of the translation 
of higher-order process calculi into the g-calculus [18, 23], which is adopted in the 
compiler of Pict [17]; the proof of the equivalence between the target processes of 
Milner's two encodings of call-by-value ).-calculus into 7r-calculus [12]; the proof of 
I lndeed P2 is behaviourally the same as vx (!x(p).P]7(x)), which is of the same form as P~. 
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some stronger versions of n-calculus replication theorems [13], and the proof of some 
r-insensitiveness, or partial confluence, results. 
The challenge in these examples is that the equalities implied by the transformations 
fail in the ordinary n-calculus (even w.r.t, he very coarse notion of trace equivalence). 
That is, there are contexts of the ordinary n-calculus that are able to detect he difference 
between the processes of the equalities. By imposing the type system for receptiveness, 
these contexts are ruled out as ill-typed. Most important, receptiveness gives rise to 
tractable proof techniques for establishing behavioural equivalences among processes. 
Uniform receptiveness often occurs in the n-calculus. Our first example is the coding 
of functions. A process Q with a local function 2r.M, accessible via a name z, is 
normally written 
vz (!z(r,y).PlQ) (2) 
where P is the coding of M and y is (a placeholder for) the name where the result 
of a function call will be delivered. Within Q, a call of the function with argument  
is written 
vx (~(n,x).x(p).Q') (3) 
where p is (a placeholder for) the result of the call. In the function declaration (2), z is 
co-receptive; in the function call (3), x is linear receptive. Similar combinations of linear 
and co-receptiveness occur in the coding of higher-order communications in [18,23] 
and of object-oriented languages in [7,21,24]. Typically, co-receptiveness occurs in 
the modelling of resources which are private to one or more client processes (above, the 
resource is a function). A discipline similar to co-receptiveness i  presently used in the 
compiler of Pict [ 17], to allow optimisations of the code implementing communications. 
An important example of linear receptiveness (indeed, perhaps the most important) is 
found in process interactions based on the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) paradigm. An 
RPC interaction i volves two synchronisations between a caller and a callee where, after 
the first synchronisation, the caller waits the time necessary for the callee to elaborate 
a response. When we are modelling RPCs in the n-calculus, the return name at which 
the callee delivers its response is used as linear receptive. RPC communications can be 
found in operating systems and object-oriented languages. The function call (3) itself 
is an example of an RPC interaction. Languages and calculi based on the n-calculus, 
such as PICT [17], Join Calculus [3] and Blue Calculus [2], have syntactic onstructs 
like def z(a)=P in Q that, translated into n-calculus, are written vz (!z(a).P IQ); 
therefore the introduced name z is co-receptive. 
As behavioural equivalence on processes, we use barbed equivalence. This equates 
processes which, very roughly, in all contexts give rise to the same patterns of interac- 
tions. The main inconvenience of barbed equivalence is that it uses quantification over 
contexts in the definition, and this can make proofs of process equalities heavy. Against 
this, it is important to find direct characterisations, without context quantification. For 
instance, in CCS and in the ordinary n-calculus barbed equivalence coincides with the 
well-known early labelled bisimilarity [18]. (In a labelled bisimilarity the bisimulation 
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game is played not only on silent actions, as for barbed bisimulation, but also on input 
and output actions.) 
We sketch the essential points of our theory for processes with receptive names. The 
schema is the same for linear and for co receptiveness. We first introduce a type sys- 
tem which enforces the receptiveness discipline, and prove some basic properties for it. 
Secondly, we isolate a subclass of the well-typed processes, called discreet processes, 
roughly characterised by the property that all receptive names which are emitted are 
private to the sender. Discreet processes are defined by means of syntactic restrictions 
on the output prefix similar to those in the language nI [19]. Thirdly, we introduce a
simple but powerful algebraic law, with which any well-typed process can be trans- 
formed into a discreet process. This law equates a process whose first action is the 
output of a global name with a process whose first action is the output of a private 
name. The law is not valid in the untyped n-calculus, but it is valid under the recep- 
tiveness type system. Finally, we prove a direct characterisation f barbed equivalence 
on discreet processes, as a labelled bisimilarity called bisimilarity under receptiveness. 
The latter differs from the ordinary bisimilarity in the requirement for input actions, 
but otherwise it can be used with the standard co-inductive techniques of labelled 
bisimilarities, including proof techniques such as "bisimulation up to expansion". 
1.1. Structure of the paper 
Section 2 gives some background on the n-calculus. Sections 3-6 develop the theory 
of linear receptiveness: In Section 3, the type system; in Section 4, barbed equivalence 
under linear receptiveness; in Section 5, the set of discreet processes and the bisimu- 
lation under linear receptiveness; Section 6 shows how to exploit the results given for 
discreet processes on the set of all well-typed processes. Section 7 sketches the modi- 
fications of the theory of linear receptiveness to the case of o-receptiveness. Section 9 
reports further related work and concluding remarks. 
2. Some background on the n-calculus 
We use lower case letters p,q, r,... to range over names, and upper case letters 
P,Q,R to range over processes. This is the n-calculus grammar (for simplicity, we 
develop our theory on the monadic, rather than the polyadic, calculus; the extension 
of the theory to the polyadic g-calculus is straightforward): 
Definition 2.1. The n-calculus processes are described by the following grammar: 
P := 0 [ p(q).P [-ff(q).P I--fi(q).P [ [p = q]P 
IPI [P2 Jvp P [P1 + P21!p(q).P 
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Table 1 
Transition rules for the n-calculus 
(Alpha) 
P alpha convertible to P' P' ~, P" 
p ~-+ p" 
(0rip) (Pre) ~ = ~(q) or ~ = ~(q) 
p(r).P {q/r} o:.P----~P 
p ~pt  
(Match) (Rep) 
[P =P]P ~-+ P' ! p(r).P P~-~q) P{q/r} I ! p(r).P 
P t 
bn(p) fq fn(P2) = @ (Corn) 
Pl I P2 ~ P~ [ P2 P1 I P2 --'+ Pl ] P2 
(Close) Pl ~(-~q)P'l P2 p~) ' PI L ' P2 q A fn(P2) = ~ (Sum) PI 
! l z / PI I PI --~ vq (P I [P~) Pt + PI ---~ PI 
p < p, p ~ t p, 
(Res) p ~ (fn(p)Ubn(/~)) (Open) - -  p # q 
vp P ~ vp P' vq P-P(-~q) P' 
The only addition to the operators already mentioned in the introductory section is 
the matching construct [p = q]P, to be read as "if p = q then P". We allow the bound- 
output prefix -ff(q).P in the syntax; often in the n-calculus literature, i (q ) .P  is given as 
an abbreviation for vqi(q).P.  We use a to range over substitutions; for any expression 
E, we write Ea for the result of applying a to E, with the usual renaming convention to 
avoid captures. We assign sum and parallel composition the lowest precedence among 
the operators. We write i . P  and p.P when the name transmitted at p is not important; 
we often abbreviate ~.0 as ~, and vxl ... vx, P as VXl . . . . .  x, P. 
The labelled transition system is the usual one, in the early style, and is presented 
in Table 1. Actions, ranged over by #, can be of four forms: r (interaction), p(q) (an 
input at p in which q is received), ~(q) (free output) and if(q) (bound output). In 
these actions, p is the subject, and q the object. Free (fn) and bound names (bn) of 
actions and processes are defined as usual. The symbol = will mean "syntactic identity 
modulo alpha conversion". In a statement, we say that a name is fresh to mean that 
it is different from the other names, or names of processes, in the statement. Relation 
T 
=> is the reflexive and transitive closure of ---+, and ~ stands for => ~ =>. 
We review the definitions of barbed bisimulation, equivalence and congruence. The 
definition of barbed bisimulation uses the interaction relation ~ along with an obser- 
vation predicate ~p for each name p, which detects the possibility of performing a
communication with the external environment along p. Thus, P ~p holds if there is P' 
and an action /t with subject p s.t. P ~> P'. A context C is static if it has the form 
v~ (PI [']), for some P and /3. 
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Definition 2.2 (Barbed bisimulation, equivalence, congruence). Barbed b&imulation 
is the largest symmetric relation ~ on processes .t. P ~ Q implies: 
1. whenever P ~ P '  then there exists Q' such that Q =~ Q' and P '~ Q'; 
2. for each name p, P ~.p iff Q ~.p. 
Two processes P and Q are barbed equivalent, written P ~ Q, if for each static 
context C it holds that C[P] ~ C[Q]; they are barbed congruent, written P_~ Q, if 
C[P] ~ C[Q] for all contexts. 
Barbed equivalence and congruence usually coincide with, respectively, the ordinary 
labelled (early) bisimilarity and congruence of the ~-calculus [18]. This fact can be 
proved on the class of the image-finite processes by exploiting the n-approximants 
of the labelled equivalences. We recall that he class of image-finite processes is the 
largest subset J of  ~ which is derivation closed and s.t. P E J implies that, for all 
/~, the set {P':P ~P '} ,  quotiented by alpha conversion, is finite. 
We will sometimes use an auxiliary relation of structural congruence (similar to 
that in [13]). 
Definition 2.3 (Structural congruence). The structural congruence relation - is the 
least congruence on processes which is closed under the following rules: 
• PIQ=_QIP, PI(QIR)=_(PIQ)[R, PIO=_P; 
• vpO=_O, vpvqP=vqvpP; 
• (vp P) I Q = vp (P I Q), if p not free in Q; 
• P+Q=_Q+P,P+(Q+R) - (P+Q)+R.  
3. Linear receptiveness 
The discipline of uniform receptiveness (briefly receptiveness) can be added to any 
of the main existing type systems for the 7r-calculus. In this paper, our base type system 
will be Milner's sorting, historically the first of  such type systems, and that we now 
briefly recall. Names are partitioned into a collection of sorts. Then a sorting function 
is defined which maps sorts onto sorts (in the polyadic calculus it maps sorts onto 
sequences of sorts). I f  a sort s is mapped onto a sort t this means that names in s 
may only carry names in t; in this case, t is the object sort of s. We shall assume 
that there is a sorting system under which all processes are well-typed. We separate 
the base type system (Milner's sorting) from the typing rules for receptiveness so as 
to show the essence of the latter rules. 
We begin our analysis of receptiveness from the case of linear receptiveness. We
recall that, intuitively, the attributes pecific to a linear receptive name are: It is avail- 
able in input as soon as created, but only once; it is used at most once as subject of 
an output. Names are created with a restriction or a bound-output prefix. We call the 
non-linear-receptive names plain names. Thus there are no constraints on plain names 
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Table 2 




13; f I-L a(x).P 
x~F 13;FI--LP 
(T-out- 1) 
13; r,x~L a(x).P 
x([F x;FI-LP 
(T-bout) 
13; F I-L ~(X). P 
xf{FUA A,x;F, XI-LP 
(T-res-1) 
A; F ~L VX P 
(T-nil) - -  
O;131-L 0 
(T-par) 
13; F~-L P 
13; r~-L a(b).P, -d(b).P, "~(b).P, [a=blP 
(T-inp-2) 
Al;FI ~-LPI A2;F2I-LP2 
x f{ F O;FI-LP 




13; 13 ~-L a(b)P 
(T-rep) 13; 0 F-L !a(b).P 
pf [FUA A;F~-LP 
(T-res-2) 
A;FF-L VpP 
0; F F-L P~ O; F ~-L P2 
(T-sum) 
13; F I'-L P1 + P2 
A1AA2:13 F1NF2 = 13 
AI,A2; F1,Fi t-L PI I P2 
except those imposed by the underlying sorting. We shall omit the adjective "linear" 
when there is no ambiguity. 
In this paper, we wish to understand what happens when in the n-calculus there are, 
besides plain names, also receptive names. For simplicity, we assume that there is a 
single sort recep of linear receptive names; linear receptive names carry plain names. 
We also assume the existence of a sort t r ig  of names, different from recep but with 
the same object sort as recep (note that names in t r ig  are plain names). The sort 
t r ig  will be used to derive simpler characterisations of our bisimilarities. Precisely, 
we need t r ig  in the definition of the labelled bisimulation 4.2; we do not know how 
to define it otherwise. 
Notation. In the remainder, x, y,z . . ,  range over linear receptive names, a, b,.. over 
plain names, and v over names in t r ig .  We recall that p,q,r range over the set of 
all names. A, F range over finite sets of linear receptive names. We sometimes write 
A -x  as abbreviation for A - {x} and A,x for A U {x}, and also x for {x}. 
The type system for linear receptiveness is in Table 2. Judgements have the form 
A; F~-LP. As sets, the order in which names appear in A and F does not matter. 
Intuitively, if A; F ~-L P then A U F are the only receptive names which appear free in 
P; process P must use any name in F exactly once in output position (that is, either 
performing an output at that name or transmitting this capability to another process), 
and names in A immediately and only once in input. This intuition is formalised in 
Theorem 3.6, which relates types and operational semantics of processes. We say that 
P is well-typed if there are A, F s.t. A; F ~-L P holds. 
Some remarks on the rules: A rule with double conclusion is an abbreviation for 
more rules with same premises but separate conclusions. The output capability on 
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a receptive name is transmitted in rule T-out-1 and is used in rule T-out-2. In 
rule T-Bout, the output capability on a newly created receptive name x is transmitted: 
Therefore x cannot appear in output position in the continuation P, but, since receptive, 
x must be available in input in P. Another ule for the creation and use of a receptive 
name is T-res-1.  In rule T-par, the typing context is split to type the two processes 
components Pl and P2; splitting of the typing is usual in type systems which forbid 
autoconcurrency on names [1, 6, 9]. Matching is allowed on plain names, but not on 
receptive names; this is typical of type systems where the input and output capabilities 
on names are separate [15, 21], for the capability of testing a name is different from 
the capability of using that name in input, or using it in output (indeed otherwise the 
main semantic theorems in [15, 21] based on capabilities would break). 
In rule T-sum, we do not allow choice on inputs at receptive names (this constraint 
can be relaxed but it would complicate some of our theorems). 
Lemma 3.1 (Unicity of typing). I f  A; F ~-L P and A;; U F-L P then A = A t and F = U. 
Lemma 3.2 (Typing respects tructural congruence). I f A; F F-L P and P = Q then 
A;F~-LQ. 
Lemma 3.3 is a useful structural lemma about input occurrences of receptive names. 
Lemma 3.3. I f  A,x;Ft-LP then there are ~o,q, P1,P2 s.t. P=-v~ (x(q).Pl [P2) with 
x q{ fn(P1 ) U ~; moreover, if x ([ F then also x q[ fn(P2). 
Lemma 3.4. I f  A; F F-L P and x q[ A U F then x & not free in P. 
Lemma 3.5 (Substitution lemma). I f  A; F ~-L P then 
(1) for all a and b, we have A;F~-LP{a/b}; 
(2) for all x and y s.t. x f[ F U A and y E F - A, we have A; (F - y), x ~-L P{x/y}. 
(3) for al lx and y s.t. xq[FUA,  ycANF,  we have (A -y ) ,x ; (F -  y),x~-LP{X/y}. 
Assertion (3) of the lemma can be used to prove that typing respects alpha conver- 
sion. 
The theorem below is the semantic justification of the typing rules. Some explanation 
of its clauses: (2) says that any receptive name received in an input must be used in 
output only. Clauses (6) and (7) say that the capability of using a receptive name in 
output is lost after one such action; moreover if P is creating x then P must guarantee 
input receptiveness on x. Clause (1) and (3) show that if x is receptive in P then P 
is always ready to perform an input at x and, moreover, it can perform exactly one 
such input. Clause (5) talks about interactions; it has two conclusions, depending on 
whether or not the interaction occurs at a receptive name free in the process; if so then 
the name is not free in the derivative. 
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Theorem 3.6 (Type soundness, linear case). Suppose A; F }-L P. 
(1) if xE A then for all a there is a unique P' s.t. Px(--~) U; 
(2) I f  pa(~) P ' and xq~F then A;F,x~-L P'; 
(3) if P x(-~) P ' then x E A and A -- x; F~-L P'; 
(4) if pa(-~b) P ' or p~(__~b) p, or pa~b)p,, then A;FF-LP'; 
(5) i f PZ+U then either A;F~-LU or there is xEANF and A- -x;F- -X~-LU;  
(6) if P~(~) P ' or p~(_~)pr or P~(~) P', then xE F and A;F - x~-L P'; 
(7) if P ~(~) P ' and x q~ A U F then A,x; F ~ L P'. 
Proof. Clause (1) is a consequence of Lemma 3.3. The other clauses are proved by 
transition induction. We only show a few cases. 
• Suppose P a(~)P'(x~ F) is derived from rule Inp. Then P=a(y) .P" ,  for some 
P", P' = P"{x/ y}, A = 0, and 0; F, y t--L P". By Lemma 3.5(2), we infer 0; F,x F-L P'. 
• Suppose pX~) U, and the last rule used for the proof of this transition is Par. Then 
P=Pl  IP2, Pr=P~ IP2, PIx~)P~, and there are Ai, F~ ( i=  1,2) s.t. Ai;F~F-LPi. By 
the inductive assumption for (3), x E A 1 and A I - x; F1 ~-L P~. Hence also x E A and, 
by rule T-par,  A - x; F ~-L U.  
z- ! 
• Suppose P ~ P ,  and the last rule used for the proof of this transition is Close. We 
distinguish between the cases where the communication occurs along a plain or a 
receptive name. In the former case, the last step of the derivation is 
(Close) P'a(-~X)Ptl p2a(~) P2 xAfn(P2)----0 
P1 I P2 -L vx (P~1 IP~) 
If  A;FFtP  then by rule T-par,  there are Ai, Fi ( i=  1,2) s.t. Ai;Fit-LPi. Using the 
inductive assumption for (7) on P1~)P~, we infer AI,X;F1 ~-LP~. Similarly, using 
the inductive assumption for (2), we infer A2; F2,x }-L P~. We can therefore conclude, 
using rule T - res -1  and T-par,  that A; F F-L vx U holds. 
Suppose now that the communication between P1 and P2 occurs along a receptive 
name x. Therefore the last step of the derivation is 
(Close) P'~(-~)P~ p2x{-~) P2 xAfn(P2)=0 
P1 I P2 Z. va (P~ I P~) 
There are Ai, Fi ( i=  1,2) s.t. Ai;F,.I-LPi. Using the inductive assumption for (6) 
on P1 a~) prl, we infer that x c Fl and A 1 ; F1 - x F-L U 1. Similarly, using the inductive 
assumption for (3) on P2, we infer x E A2 and A2 -x ;  F2 ~-L P~. We can therefore 
conclude that x E F N A and that A - x; F - x t-t va U. [] 
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4. Barbed equivalence under linear receptiveness 
As usual in typed calculi, the definitions of the barbed relations take typing into 
account, so that the composition of a context and a process be well-typed. In the case 
of receptiveness, anadditional ingredient has to be taken into account, namely the input 
availability of receptive names. If  a process has the possibility of using certain receptive 
names in output, then a context in which the process is tested should guarantee the 
input availability at these names, otherwise the essence of receptiveness - the fact that 
outputs at receptive names can be immediately consumed - is lost. For this, we define 
the notion of completing contexts; then, roughly, barbed equivalence becomes "barbed 
bisimulation under all completing static contexts". 
Definition 4.1 (Complete processes and contexts). A process P is complete if 
A; 0 ~-L P, for some A. A context C is complete on (A; F) if C[P] is complete, 
for all P s.t. A;FF-tP. 
In a complete process no receptive name may occur free in output position. A 
context C is complete on (A; F) if, for some A ~, we can prove A~; 0~-L C assuming 
the following typing rule for the hole of C: 
(hole) 
A; F t-L [.] 
Completing contexts are the only contexts in which processes hould be tested. 
Accordingly, we constrain the definitions of typed barbed equivalence and typed barbed 
congruence: 
Definition 4.2 (Barbed equivalence and congruence under linear receptiveness). Sup- 
pose A;FF-tP, Q. Then we say that P and Q are barbed equivalent under linear re- 
~A;F ceptiveness at (A; F), briefly P ~C Q, if for each static context C which is complete 
on (A; F) it holds that C[P] ~ C[Q] (where ~ is barbed bisimulation, Definition 2.2). 
,x~A; FBarbed congruence under linear receptiveness at (A;F), briefly --C , is defined sim- 
ilarly - jus t  remove the constraint on C being static. 
This typed barbed equivalence is the behavioural equivalence we are mainly inter- 
ested in. The typed barbed relations pose a less tight requirement on names than the 
untyped relations of Section 2, hence they are coarser. 
C ~A;F  ~.~A;F Lemma 4.3. On well-typed processes, it holds that ~ _ ~L , and that ~- c jor - - - -L  , 
all A and F. 
Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 express closure properties of complete processes under transi- 
tions and structural congruence, that we shall need later. 
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Definition 4.4. We say that an action/~ is an input with plain object if # is an input 
whose object is a plain name, i.e., p : p(a) for some plain name a. 
We write p ~q as abbreviation for process p(r). ~(r). 0 (a 1-place ephemeral buffer 
from p to q). 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that P is complete. 
(1) I f  P ~ P' and # & an output or a z-action, or an input with plain object, then 
P~ is complete. 
(2) I f  pa~) p, and x is fresh, then vx (x ~> r iP ' )  is complete. 
Proof. Clause (1) is proved from Theorem 3.6, since from this one infers that At; 
0 F-LP ~, for some A'. Clause (2) follows from Theorem 3.6(2) and the typing rules. 
[] 
Lemma 4.6. I f  P & complete and P =_ P' then P' is complete. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2. [] 
5. Discreet processes and bisimulation under receptiveness 
We write A; F ~-LD P if A;F ~-L P can be proved without using rule T -out - l ;  in this 
case we say that P is linear-discreet, briefly discreet. In a discreet process, all receptive 
names which are exported must be private: Syntactically, this means that outputs of 
global receptive names are disallowed (that is, using the terminology in [19], only 
internal mobility - the sending of fresh names - is allowed on receptive names). The 
purpose of this section is to provide a characterisation f barbed equivalence under 
linear receptiveness a  a labelled bisimilarity, on discreet processes. In Section 6 we 
shall see that this characterisation is also useful on non-discreet processes. 
Lemma 5.1. If P is discreet and A; F ~LD P, then there are no plain name a, receptive 
name x, and process P' s.t. P ~(-~) P~ holds. 
Here are closure properties of discreet processes under transitions: 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that P is discreet. 
(1) I f  P ~-~ P' and ~ is an output or a z-action, or an input with plain object, then 
P' is discreet. 
(2) I f  pa(~) p, and x is fresh, then P' is discreet. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6 P~ is well-typed. If  the typing of P did not require rule 
T -out - l ,  then neither the typing of pt does. [] 
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We now give a labelled bisimulation for discreet processes. We begin by defining 
the labeled bisimilarity on complete discreet processes; we shall then extend it to all 
discreet processes. 
Definition 5.3 (Bisimilarity under linear receptiveness, ×L). A process relation ~ on 
complete discreet processes is a bisimulation under linear receptiveness (or a 
×L-bisimulation) if P~Q implies: 
(1) i f P~P '  with bn(/z) (if it exists) fresh and p is an output or an input with plain 
object, then there is Q' s.t. Q~Q'  and P'~Q'; 
(2) ifPY+P ', then there is Q' s.t. Q~Q'  and P'~Q'; 
(3) if P P~} P' and x is fresh, then, for some fresh name v, there are Q' and Q" s.t. 
(a) QP(~) Q', 
(b) vx(x~,v[Q')~Q", and 
(c) vx (x ~, v [P')~tQ". 
Two complete processes P and Q are bisimilar under linear-receptiveness, written 
P ×L Q, if PNQ for some bisimulation under linear receptiveness ~. 
We shall sometimes call bisimilarity under linear receptiveness imply receptive 
bisimilarity. 
The above definition makes sense because ach process of the pairs required to be in 
is complete and discreet. In clause (3), we only require input of fresh names (like 
x) because in discreet processes the receptive names which are transmitted are private 
(see, for instance, the definition of bisimulation in nI [19]). The novelty of receptive 
bisimulation is the use of a process x c> v in the input clause 3. This is to ensure that 
any output at x of the derivatives P' and Q' can immediately fire. To understand this 
addition, recall that x represents a private receptive name that the observer exports; 
if the observer behaves as a well-typed process, then it must make x immediately 
available in input, as a process of the form x(p).R. It is perhaps surprising that in 
receptive bisimulation we do not test the behaviour of the derivatives P~and Q' for all 
possible (infinite) choices of the process x(p). R, but only on a single, very simple, 
process, namely a link x t> v. A link suffices to give all needed iscriminanting power. 
We explain the presence of clause (3b) in Definition 5.3, in particular why it cannot 
be eliminated and clause (3c) replaced by the clause 
vx (x t> v [P ' )N vx (x t> v [ Q'). (4) 
Consider the processes: 
Q de f a(x).(~.Rl +~.R2) 
p def a(x).~.R1 + a(x).Y.R2 + Q 
P and Q are barbed equivalent under linear receptiveness, and also receptive bisimilar 
n a(x) _ ,~ according to Definition 5.3. For instance, the move r ~ x .n l  is matched by Q, using 
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clauses (3a) and (3b): 
Q a~) 2.R1 +2.R2 
vx(x>vI(~.RI + 2 .R2) )~ vx(x~vI-O]R1) 
for vx (x t> v I y- R1 ) and vx (x t> v I v [ R1 ) are bisimilar (they are even early bisimilar). 
However, P and Q they would be distinguished if clause (4) were adopted. Consider 
a(x) 
the move P ~ ~.Rl. Process Q may only hope to match it with Qa(~)~.RI +Y.R2. 
But now process vx(x~v Ix.el) and vx(x~,vl(2.Rl +~.R2)) can be distinguished, for 
the latter may activate process R2, which the former cannot. 
Remark 5.4. The ordinary early bisimulation of the n-calculus is a special case of 
Definition 5.3, where no name is receptive, hence the requirement for all visible actions 
is that of clause (1). 
Lemma 5.5. Relation ~L iS an equivalence relation a d is preserved by injective sub- 
stitutions on names. 
Lemma 5.6 shows that if P ~L Q then P and Q are well-typed w.r.t, the same type 
environment. 
Lemma 5.6. Let P and Q be complete discreet processes. I f  P ~L Q, then there is A 
s.t. A;O~LDP, Q. 
Proof techniques for the labelled bisimilarities of the ordinary n-calculus, like "bisim- 
ulation up to expansion" [22], can be adapted to bisimulation under receptiveness; the 
proof schema is the same. An instance of this technique is bisimulation up to - ,  
where the occurrences of ~ in the clauses of Definition 5.3 are replaced by =-~-  
(the composition of the three relations). 
In Section 5.1 we shall extend receptive bisimulation to all discreet processes and 
prove that the resulting relation has the same congruence properties as the ordinary 
early bisimilarity of the n-calculus. But first, we need to show certain congruence 
properties of ~L on complete discreet processes. 
Lemma 5.7. Suppose P and Q are complete discreet processes and that P ~L Q. Then 
for all plain names a, it holds that va P ~L va Q. 
The main congruence result we need is this: 
Lemma 5.8. Suppose that ~c (P}R) and ~ (QIR) are complete and discreet. I f  P 
and Q are complete and discreet, then P ~L Q implies ffc ( P JR) ×L V~ (Q I R). 
In this assertion, note that R need not be complete; for instance, it might use some 
of the receptive names that occur in input in P and Q. The proof of the lemma is in 
Appendix A. 
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5.1. Bisimulation under receptiveness on all discreet processes 
We extend the definition of the labeled bisimilarity ~L to all discreet processes. The 
notation p t> q is extended to tuples componentwise. 
Def in i t ion  5.9 ( Bisimilarity under linear receptiveness on all discreet processes). Sup- 
pose A; F ~LD P, Q. Let 
• "~=ANF; 
• ~ = F - A (therefore F = Y U ~); 
• "~ be fresh and pairwise distinct names with ].vl = Iv] • 
~A;F We set P~L Q if(vY,~)(~,~lP)×L(vY,~)(~,'~lQ). 
The definition makes sense because processes (vY, ~)(~ t> T IP  ) and (vY, ~)(~ t>'vlQ) 
are complete and discreet, and we have already defined ~L on this class. Moreover, 
since on complete processes .~: is preserved by structural equality and injective re- 
naming, the above definition does not depend on the order of names in ~, ~ and "~, or 
on the choice of names "~. 
On discreet processes, relation ~L~a'r has congruence properties imilar to those of 
re-calculus ordinary bisimilarity, provided that types are taken into account. In the 
theorem below, the type environments A' and F' are to make sure that the processes 
in the thesis are well-typed. Since typing is unique (Lemma 3.1 ), in each clause there 
is a precise relationship between (A; F) and (A~;F'), given by the typing rules in 
Table 2. 
vA;F Theorem 5.10. Suppose P -L Q, and let A'; U be some type environment• 
J"  F' (1) I f  A';U~LDPIR, QfR, then P[R~L i, Q[R; 
(2) if A';UF-zovpP, vpQ, then vpP ~.a L ;r vpQ; 
(3) if A'; U kLO p(x).P, p(x). Q, then p(x).P ~#;r' L p(x). Q. 
(4) if A';U~Loa.P,c~.Q, and ~ is not an input prefix, then ~.P ~ ' ; r '  ~.Q; ~L 
(5) if A = F = ¢, and P = a(b). P', and Q = a(b). Q', then !P ~L!Q. 
Proof. In Appendix B. [] 
The ordinary early bisimulation of the n-calculus is a special case of receptive 
bisimilarity; therefore the latter relation, asthe former, is not preserved by input prefixes 
where the bound name is a plain name and by summation. The counterexamples are 
the usual ones, as well as the weaker congruence results, which for input of plain 
names is: 
Propos i t ion  5.11. Suppose A; ; F' F-LD p( a ) . P, p( a ) . Q. I f  P { b/a} vA; r ~L Q{b/a} for all 
b, then p(a) P vA';r' • --L p (a ) .  Q. 
In the remainder we sometimes write P ×~;r Q without saying that A;F~-LDP, Q 
holds. 
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5.2. Characterisation i  terms of barbed equivalence 
The closure of barbed bisimulation w.r.t, all static contexts gives early bisimula- 
tion [18]; we show that the closure w.r.t, the complete static contexts gives receptive 
bisimulation. The known proofs for early bisimulation can be adapted to receptive 
bisimulation. We consider the characterisation for image-finite processes. 
Theorem 5.12. I f  P×~;r Q then also P'~L'A'F Q" 
Proof. Follows from the congruence properties of receptive bisimulation, precisely 
stated in parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.10. [] 
Lemma 5.13. I f  P is image-finite, then for all fresh v, also vx(xt>v [ P) is image-finite. 
Lemma 5.14. On processes that are complete, discreet andimage-finite, it holds that 
,-~L a;O C XL, for all A. 
ProoL The proof of this lemma is in Appendix C. It has two parts. First, we show 
that on image-finite processes relation ~L can be recovered as the intersection f its 
approximants ×~. Using these approximants, and reasoning by induction, we prove that 
P ~L Q implies p~;OQ. For both parts, one needs Lemma 5.13. [] 
Corollary 5.15. On processes that are complete, lementary and image-finite, rela- 
tions a;r and va;r  coincide, for all A and F. ~L ~L 
Proof. Inclusion A La ' r  _c ~;r~ is given by Theorem 5.12. For the opposite direction, 
if P and Q are discreet and image-finite and P ~; r  Q then, by Lemma 5.13 also their 
completing closures (v~, ~ )@~'-61P) and (v~, ~ )(~t>'~lQ ) are discreet and image- 
~A';0 A I finite, and they are in relation ~L , for = A -F .  But since these are complete 
processes, by Lemma 5.14, they are also in relation ~L. By definition, this means 
p ~A;F AL Q" [] 
6. Dealing with all well-typed processes 
vA;r ,~;r-equalities on all discreet Theorem 5.12 shows that we can use --L to prove 
processes. Now we show how to exploit ~L--A;r for proving ~'r-equalit ies on all well- 
typed processes. 
We can transform well-typed processes into discreet processes using the law 
b(x).P=-b(y).(yt>xlP ) for y fresh (5) 
(The processes of the law are correct w.r.t, typing - a typing for b(x) .P is also a 
typing for b(y) . (yt>xlP) .   
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This law makes the output of a global name into the output of a local name. That is, 
the first action of the process on the left is a free output, whereas that of the process 
on the right is a bound output. As a consequence, the law is not valid in the ordinary 
n-calculus. For instance, a context like 
b(z).2(c). ~1[-] 
can distinguish two processes equated by the law since a success signal at w is visible 
when the process on the right is placed in the hole, but not with the process on the 
left. But the context above is not a legal context for barbed equivalence under linear 
receptiveness because it is not complete on x (it does not offer an input at x); indeed 
with receptiveness we can prove: 
Theorem 6.1. Law (5) & valid for barbed congruence under linear receptiveness; that 
is, -b (x) . P ~ ~; r --L b(Y).(Y~xIP).  
ProoL By the typing rules, it holds that x E F - A. Consider a context hat is complete 
on A;F. Since x is receptive, this context must create x and make it immediately 
available in input. The name may be created via a restriction or a bound output. We 
consider the former case, the latter being similar. Thus the context has a subcontext D
with 
D=--(vx, ~ )(x(q).R J C) 
where C is another context. We prove D[b(x).P] ~ D[b(y) . (y~x [P)]. We have 
C[b(y).  (yuxlP)]  ~- vy (C{b(y) .P] [ y~x). 
Therefore 
D[b(y).(y~,x I/9)] -~ 
(vx, ~ )(x(q).R l vy (C[b(y ) .P ] ly~,x ) )  =- 
(vy, ~ )(vx (y~, x Ix(q).R) I C[-b(y) .P]) -~ 
(vy, ~ )(y(q).R l C[b(y ) .P]) --- 
(vx, ~ )(x(q). R [ C[b(x) ./9]) = D[b(x) . P]. [] 
We have proved the law for receptive barbed congruence, not just receptive barbed 
equivalence, so that it can be applied to any subcomponent of a well-typed process. 
Thus the law can be used to transform any well-typed process into a discreet one. 
6.1. Other laws 
Here are further useful laws for barbed equivalence under linear receptiveness that 
are easy to prove using law 5 and the labelled bisimilarity ~; r .  
~A;F I f  A;r~L~(p).P,  then ~(p) .P  ~L ,2(p)IP. (6) 
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Suppose that A; F ~-L P, Q, for some A and F with x E A - F, and let v be a fresh 
name; then 
~A; F ~A--x; F P~L Q iff vx(v~>xlP)~ L vx(v>x[Q) .  (7) 
Suppose that A;Ft-LP, Q, for some A and F with yEF  - A, and let v be a fresh 
name; then 
~A;F P~L Q iff vy(y>v lP )  ~; r -y  ~L vy(y>v lQ) .  (8) 
Law (6) transforms a "synchronous" output into an "asynchronous" one; (7) transforms 
a global input into a local input; (8) does the same for outputs. The validity of these 
equalities, as well as of (5), crucially rely on the receptiveness hypothesis on names 
x and y; none of the equalities is true in the ordinary It-calculus (not even w.r.t, trace 
equivalence). 
We prove law (6): First, by law (5), we can assume that P is a discreet process. 
Then, by Definition 5.9 and Lemma 4.3, it suffices to prove that if v is fresh then 
vx ( x > v [~(p>. P) ~ vx ( x > v [~(p) [P). With simple algebraic manipulation one can 
prove that both processes are in relation ,.~ with -~(p) lP (since x is not free in P). 
Law (8) is a consequence of the definition of the labelled bisimilarity v~;r  ~L on  
non complete processes. Law (7) can be proved by exhibiting the appropriate ~e" 
bisimulation relation. 
7. Basic theory of oJ-receptiveness 
The other interesting example of uniform receptiveness i  oo-receptiveness, where: 
The input of a name is always available, and always with the same continuation; there 
are no limitations on the utilisation of the name in output. A simple way of ensuring the 
uniformity condition on inputs is to require that the only input occurrence be replicated, 
i.e., of the form !x(p).P.  
In this section, we sketch the modifications of the theory in the previous sections 
to o~-receptiveness. Most of the modifications are simple. The most interesting part is, 
perhaps, the labelled bisimulation, that uses the semi-complete processes. 
We therefore assume here that names in the sort reeep, like x, y,z, are ~o-receptive. 
As before, v ranges over names in the special sort t r ig ,  that has the same object sort 
as recep. We add the assumption that names in t r ig  cannot appear in the object 
part of prefixes (we need this assumption i  Lemma 7.14 - image-finiteness in general 
is not preserved by additions of a persistent link - and hence for the characterisation 
of barbed equivalence in terms of the labeled bisimulation). This assumption is rather 
harmless because sort t r ig  is just an auxiliary sort that we need for the definition of 
the labelled bisimilarity. 
In the typing system, the interpretation of a judgement A;F~-o,P is now that P 
must make names in A immediately available, in input-replicated form; whereas it may 
use names in F arbitrarily many times in output. The rules of the type system for 
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Table 3 
Typing rules for og-receptiveness 
(TO-plain) O;FH~P 
O;FF-o~a(b).P, ~(b).P, ~(b).P, [a=blP 
(TO-inp-l) x ¢ F O; F,x~-oP 
0; F Hoj a(x). P (T0-rep-1) 0; F H~ a(b). P 
O; F I-,~, !a(b).P 
(T0-rep-2) O; F H~ P (TO-out-l) x E F [~;FHo~P 
x; r H,,j !x(a). P O; r H,o ~(x) .P 
x C F O;FHo~P 
(T0-out-2) O;FHo~.Y(a).P, ~(a).P (T0-bout) x ~ F x;F, xH,~P 
0; F I-o, ~(x). P 
(T0-res-1) x ~ FUA A,x;F, xF-o~P A;FF-~oP 
A; F ~-~ vx P (T0-res-2) 
A; F t-~o va P 
(TO-nil) 0;Fl-,~-~-O (TO-sum) 0;F~-oPI O;FHo, P2 
O;FHo~P1 +P2 
(T0-par) AI;FH~PI A2;Ft-o~P2 AI fqA2 =f3 
AI,A2;FF-~P1 [P2 
to-receptiveness are in Table 3. Note that in a few rules, like T0-par, TO-ouz-1, 
(for parallel composition and free output) and the rules for replication, set F does not 
change in the premises and in the conclusions because there is no constraints that its 
names be used in a single place. 
Lemma 7.1. If A;FF-o)P then also A;F, xF-o~p, Jbr all x. 
As a consequence of the previous lemma, a process may be typable under different 
type environments, which was not the case for linear receptiveness. 
Lemma 7.2. For all P, there are A and F s.t. if A~; U ~-~ P then A ~ = A and F C_ U. 
In the type soundness theorem for the to case, the type environment of a process P 
need not shrink on a derivative of P. 
Theorem 7.3 (Type soundness, to case). Suppose A; F~-o)P. 
(1) if x E A then for all a there is U s.t. pX~) p,; 
(2) l f  pa(--~X) P ' then A;F,x~-,oP'; 
(3) i f  pX~) P ' then x E A and A;FF-,oP'; 
(4) if pa(~b)P ' or p~(b)p, or p~(_~b)p,, then A;FF-o~P'; 
(5) i f  PZ~P ' then A;F~-~oP'; 
(6) if PZ(~) P ' or P~(--~)P' or p~(X) p,, then x C F and A;FVo~P'; 
(7) i f  P~(-~)P ' and x ¢ AUF then A,x;F,x~-~oP'. 
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As in the linear case, so in the m case barbed equivalence and congruence are defined 
by requiring closure of barbed bisimulation under completing contexts. We write ~60~; r 
for barbed equivalence under to-receptiveness at A; F; and ~; r  for barbed congruence - -60  
under o-receptiveness at A; F. Complete processes and complete contexts are defined 
as in the linear case. Therefore A process P is complete if A;O~-60P, for some A; and 
a context C is complete on (A;F) if C[P] is complete, for all P s.t. A; F k60P. 
7.1. D&creet processes and bisimulation under to-receptiveness 
A process P is to-discreet, briefly discreet, if there are A and F s.t. A;F~-60P is 
provable without using rule T0-out-1,  written A; F ~-o~D P. The purpose of this section 
is to define a labelled bisimulation for discreet processes that agrees with typed barbed 
equivalence. 
Lemma 7.4. Suppose that P is discreet. 
(1) I f  P ~ P' and # is an output or a z-action, or an input with plain object, then 
P' is discreet; 
• .. ~(X)  p f  p, 
(2) lJ r ~ then is discreet. 
In the linear case, we first defined the labelled bisimulation on the subset of discreet 
processes that are complete, and then we extended it to all discreet processes. In the to 
case, we use semi-complete, rather than complete, processes. A semi-complete process 
is one in which all receptive names that appear in output position also appear in input 
position. 
Definition 7.5 (Semi-complete processes). A process P is semi-complete if d; F ~-60 P, 
for some A and F with F _C d. 
Lemma 7.6. Suppose that P is semi-complete. 
(1) I f  P ~ U and # is an output or a z-action, or an input with plain object, then 
P' is semi-complete; 
• ~ n a(x) p~ 
(2) tg r ~ and x is fresh, then vx(!x~v]P ' )  and !xt>vlP' are semi-complete. 
An observer is not allowed to observe, of a semi-complete process, outputs along 
an to-receptive name, because the input end of this name is "owned" by the process. 
We call the other form of output, namely output whose subject is a plain name, output 
with plain subject. 
Definition 7.7 (Bisimilarity under o-receptiveness, ~60 ). A process relation ,~ on 
semi-complete discreet processes is a bisimulation under m-receptiveness (or ~60- 
bisimulation ) if P ~ Q implies: 
(1) if P ~-* P' with bn(#) fresh, and # is a output with plain subject or an input with 
plain object, then there is Q' s.t. Q~ Q' and P '~Q' ;  
(2) if P~P' ,  then there is Q' s.t. Q ~ Q' and P '~Q' ;  
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(3) if P P(-~)P' and x is fresh then, for some fresh name v, there are Q' and Q" s.t. 
(a) QP~) Q', 
(b) vx (Ix ~> v [ Q') ~ Q", and 
(c) vx (!xt> v lP ' )~Q' .  
Two processes P and Q are bisimilar under ~o-receptiveness, written P ×~ Q, if P~Q 
for some bisimulation under w-receptiveness ~.
When non-ambiguous, we call bisimilarity under og-receptiveness simply ~o-receptive 
bisimilarity. 
Lemma 7.8. Relation ×~ is an equivalence relation. 
Lemma 7.9. I f  P and Q are semi-complete and P ×~, Q, then there are F and A with 
FC_A s.t. A;F~-,ooP, Q. 
We extend the definition of ×o~ to all discreet processes, exploiting that on semi- 
complete discreet processes. 
Definition 7.10. Suppose A; F ~-~D P, Q. Then let 
• "~ be fresh and pairwise distinct names with lYl = ]'vl. 
~A;F We set P~o, Q if(v~ )(!)>'~lP).~o(v ~ )(!)>'~IQ ).
This definition makes sense because processes (v~)(!~ t> -6 [ P) ~o (v~)(!~ t> ~ I Q) 
_A;YQ are semi-complete. We sometimes write P~o, without recalling that A; F P-coz)P, Q. 
Lemma 7.11 shows that in Definition 7.10 the restrictions on ~ could be omitted. 
Lemma 7.11. Suppose that P and Q are semi-complete discreet processes and that 
v q~ fn(P,Q). Then vx(!x~vlP)×,ovx(!x~,vlO) iff !x~v[e×~!x~,v[Q. 
The congruence properties of bisimilarity under ~o-receptiveness are similar to those 
for linear receptiveness. The most interesting cases are those for parallel composition 
and restriction. 
Theorem 7.12. Suppose P~o'vA r Q. 
(1) l f  AR;F~-o~R with A N AR = O, then PIR ~o-a'aR;r Q[R. 
(2) I f  x E A NF then vxP ~-x ; r -x  vxQ. ~0)  
(3) vaP v3;r va Q. 
7.2. Characterisation i  terms of barbed equivalence 
Theorem 7.13. I f  ~.r ~ . r  P:o; Q then also P o' Q. 
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A result of characterisation f barbed equivalence similar to that for the linear case 
holds in the ~o-case. 
Lemma 7.14. I f  P is image-finite, then for all fresh v, also vx (!x~v ]P) is" image- 
finite. 
Theorem 7.15. On processes that re complete, discreet and image-finite, relations 
~; r  and --o~vA;r coincide, for all A and F. 
7.3. Extension to all well-typed processes 
We can transform well-typed processes into discreet processes using the law 
-b(x) .P ~_~;r b(y) . ( !y~x [P) for y fresh. (9) 
This law is the co-version of law 5. The law can be used to transform any well-typed 
process into a discreet one. Here is the co-version of law 6: 
If  A;r~-o~(p).P,  then Y(p).P ,~A;r 2(p) ip" (10) 
Similarly, laws 7 and 8 can be adapted to the co-case. 
8. Examples 
8.1. Parallelisation of resources 
We use linear receptiveness to validate some transformations that increase the par- 
allelism in processes. In the processes below, we use recursion, because it can be 
coded in terms of replication [13], polyadicity and communication of integers, which 
are straightforward to accommodate in the theory of bisimulation developed in the pre- 
vious sections. Thus m, n range over integers and variables over integers. Consider the 
process: 
A (b) aef a(x). b(n, c). vd ~(d). ~(n). A (d). 
A client can interrogate A (b) at a, and it will receive at the return channel x an integer 
n that A(b) has received at another channel b (this channel is renewed at each cycle 
using c). Interactions between A and the clients are Remote Procedure Calls (RPC), 
therefore the return channels are used according to the discipline of linear receptiveness 
(see the discussion on RPC in the introductory section). The behaviour of A is strictly 
sequential. Let us introduce some parallelism: 
B(b) deal a(x). b(n, c). vd (~(n) .~(d)IB(d)  
C(b) dof a(x). vd (b(n, c).-e(d).~(n)[C(d) ) 
Process B(b) can accept a second request at a before the answer to the first request 
has been delivered; however answers cannot overtake one another - they will still be 
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delivered in the same order in which the requests were made. Process C(b) can even 
accept a request before receiving an integer at b; now answers can overtake. Let now 
I(n) be a counter 
I(n, b) de=f vc b(n, c). c(d). I(n + 1, d) 
and consider the systems (n is any integer) 
Sysl(n) def vb (A (b) { l (n, b) ), Sys2(n> aef vb (B<b)[l(n,b>), 
Sys3<n> def vb (C(b) I I(n, b> ). 
All these systems are distinguished in the ordinary ~z-calculus - the different degrees 
of parallelism that they exhibit are observable. We can prove that they are equivalent 
if we take the linear receptiveness of the return channels x, y into account. 2 For 
Sysl(n) ~;¢  Sys2(n) one proves that the relation composed by all pairs of the form 
(Sys l (n ' )  iHl vi(ni), Sys2 (n ') iH=l ~(ni) )
for some channel vi and integers m, ni, n I is a ~L-bisimulation up to expansion. The 
proof is easy; one has just to remember to apply the clause of receptive bisimulation 
on actions at a, instead of that of the ordinary early bisimulation. The other equalities 
can be proved in a similar way. 
The above processes are simple. A more complex example of parallelisation of 
resources is Cliff Jones's parallelisation transformation problem [7]. We analyse this 
in [20], where we prove Jones's transformation using a combination of the techniques 
for linear and co receptiveness. 
8.2. Encodin9 of higher-order process calculi 
We now present 3 examples with co-receptiveness. Therefore, in the remainder of 
the section, x, y are supposed to be co-receptive names. 
First, we apply co-receptiveness to prove the correctness of an optimisation of the 
translation of higher-order process calculi into the 7r-calculus [18, 23], which is adopted 
in the compiler of Pict [17]. In a higher-order calculus, terms of the languages may 
be transmitted. The grammar of the calculus is the following: 
P::-fi(P1).Pz I p(X) .P  [ PIlP2 I vpP [ X [ !P [ 0 
For simplicity of presentation, we consider the simpler case of a calculus where 
only processes may be communicated. The operators are those for sending a process 
(fi(P1). P2 ), receiving a process (p(X). P), process variable (AT), plus the usual opera- 
tors of  parallel composition, restriction, replication. This calculus, which we call HOPC, 
2 In these definitions, also name c is linear receptive. We do not need this fact for the proofs (and it is 
reasonable not to use it, because the linear receptiveness of c is accidental - one can modify the definitions 
so that c is not linear receptive.) 
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is the core of Plain CHOCS [23], and is a second-order fragment of the Higher-Order 
n-calculus [18]. Capital letter X ranges over process variables. 
A process is closed if it does not contain free variables. The compilation c~ of 
this calculus into the n-calculus in [18,23] acts as a homomorphism on all process 
constructs except input, output prefixes and process variables where it is so defined: 
cg[~(p). Q] de_f •X p(x). (IX. cglP] I cglO]) for x fresh 
Cg~p(X ) . Q] def p(x ) . ~[O]) 
~x~ dof ~. o 
In the compilation, the communication of a process P is translated as the communica- 
tion of a private name which acts as a pointer to (the translation of) P and which the 
recipient can use to trigger a copy of (the translation of) P. These pointers, introduced 
in the compilation, are og-receptive names. 
In [18], the correctness of compilation c~ is established, by proving that it is fully 
abstract w.r.t, barbed congruence. The optimisation that we consider acts on outputs of 
process variables. Let us call (9 the optimised compilation. It is defined as cg except 
for the case of an output of a variable, for which we have 
(9~-fi(X) . Q] ~f p(x) . (9~Q]. 
For instance, when translating p(X) .~(X) .0 ,  the result of (9 is p(x) .~(x) .0 while 
that of ~ is p(x).vy-~(y). !y.-~. O. The optimisation avoids us one level of indirection 
through pointers. 
This optimisation is analysed in [18] and is shown to be unsound i  the typed 
n-calculus. However, we can show that the optimisation is sound if we take into 
account he receptiveness of names. The proof is an immediate consequence of law 
(9), since, for all P, (9~P] can be transformed into (gHP] by repeatedly applying the 
law: 
Theorem 8.1. Let P be a HOPC process with free variables contained in {Xl . . . . .  Am}, 
and let F de~ {Xl . . . . .  X,}. It holds that cg~p] ~o~r C]P]. 
8.3. Encodings of call-by-value 2-calculus 
An optimisation similar to the above can be proved on Milner's two encodings of 
call-by-value ).-calculus into the n-calculus [12]. Milner presented two candidates for 
the encoding, ~U and "//", that follow the same idea of translation, but with a technical 
difference in the rule for 2-variables X, that are 
~U;p ~ -P(y). !y(z,q).~(z,q), ~"~x~p aof~(x). 
Encoding "U t is more efficient han ~U. In ~,  a 2-calculus variable gives rise to a 
persistent one-place buffer. This phenomenon does not occur in ~U ~, where a variable 
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disappears after it is used. We showed in [18] that, in the ordinary n-calculus, //- 
reduction is not valid for y/~t, i.e., Y/"~(2X.M)2Y.N]p and U~M{2Y.N/X}]p  may 
not be behaviourally equivalent. 3 Nevertheless ~/~ yields a precise operational corre- 
spondence between 2-terms and their process encodings, and intuitively one expects 
~//~' to be correct. Progress on this issue was made by Pierce and Sangiorgi n [15]. 
The authors used a type system which records input/output capabilities on channels and 
proved that beta-reduction for ~/F~ is valid w.r.t, the typed barbed congruence relation 
induced by this type system. 
Using the type system for receptiveness we can go further: we can prove that Y/~' 
is an optimisation of ~.  Given any 2-term M and name p, processes 3Ut~M]p can be 
transformed into 3U~M]p by repeatedly applying law (9). One can actually prove that 
the difference between the two encodings corresponds precisely to an q-expansion on 
variables. 
8.4. The replication theorems 
The n-calculus's replication theorems [13] express useful distributivity properties of 
private replicated processes. These theorems are essential in the proof of validity of 
//-reduction of encodings of the 2-calculus, as well as in the proof of representability 
of Higher-Order n-calculus in first-order n-calculus. The assertion of the theorems can 
be read thus: A passive resource that is shared among a certain number of clients can 
be made private to each of them. 
Theorem 8.2 (Standard replication theorems [13]). Assume that x occurs free in R, P 
and Q only as subject of output prefixes. Then 
(1) vx ( !x (a ) .e lP IQ)  ~- vx (!x(a). R Ie )  lvx (!x(a).R]Q); 
(2) vx (!x(a).R] !P) ~_!vx ( rx(a) .R IP  ). 
The side condition in the theorems prevents the restricted name x from being ex- 
ported. As a consequence, the theorem cannot be used in situations where the set of 
clients of the resource x(a). R may change dynamically. To see why this side condition 
is necessary, take 
P1 def Vx (!x(a).R[-b(x) [Q) 
P2 def vx (!x(a).R[b(x)) lvx (!x(a).R[Q) 
These processes are not equivalent in the basic n-calculus. Intuitively, the environment 
external to P1 can receive x along b and then use it in input position to interfere with 
an attempt by Q to activate a copy of R. This is not possible in P2, where Q has its 
own private access to R. 
3 Note that he final version of Milner's article, which appeared in the Journal of Mathematical Structures, 
was written after the results in [18] were known and presents only encoding "V. 
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The difference between P1 and P2 can be observed in a context hat receives x and 
then uses it in input; in this way, the context may steal messages that were supposed 
to reach the resource. Pierce and Sangiorgi [15] have shown that the side condition 
can be relaxed using the type system with input/output capabilities, and requiring that 
the processes R, P and Q only possess the output capability on x. That is, x may be 
exported, but a recipient may use it only in output. The resulting, stronger, replication 
theorems are shown valid w.r.t. (typed) barbed congruence by proving a few barbed 
bisimilarities. 
Adding the requirement that R, P and Q only possess the output capability on 
x means that x is o>receptive. We can then give straightforward proofs of stronger 
replication theorems imilar to those in [15] exploiting the theory of receptiveness and 
the standard Theorem 8.2. 
Theorem 8.3 (Stronger eplication theorems). 4 
(1) vx (!x(a). RIP I Q) ~-~o) ~ vx (!x(a) .Rle) lvx (!x(a).RIO); 
(2) vx (!x(a).R[ !P) =~;°!vx (!x(a).RIP ). 
Proof. We show the proof of the first theorem; the second one is analogous. By 
repeatedly applying the algebraic law (9) on the processes P, Q and R one gets new 
processes where name x appears only in output subject position. We can then infer the 
thesis from the standard Theorem 8.2 (an equality valid in the untyped n-calculus is 
also valid in the typed calculus). [] 
To apply the above replication theorems (in their stronger or standard forms) one is 
obliged to consider a system which is "closed" w.r.t, the restricted name x, that is a 
system that includes all processes (resource and clients) that have acquaintance of x. 
Exploiting receptiveness, we can also derive the replication Theorem 8.3 from more 
primitive laws on "open" systems: 
Theorem 8.4 (Open replication theorems). 
(1) !x(a).R IP "~{j};{x)!x(a).Rlvx (! (a).R l P ); 
(2) !x(a).R I te _~{x}; {x} !x(a).R I !vx (!x(a).R [P). 
Proof. By law (9), it is sufficient o prove the theorems assuming that x occurs free 
in P and R only in subject position. Then, for the first law, we take the set ~ of all 
pairs of the form 
(Q I !x(a).R IP, Q I !x(a).R Ivx (!x(a).R [P)) 
s.t. both processes in the pair are typable under the type environment {x}; {x}. Relation 
is a ~o-bisimulation up to expansion. To prove this, we proceed by a case analysis 
on the form of an action performed by a process in a pair, and on the subcomponent 
4 In the assertion ofthis theorem, the equivalence is the receptive barbed congruence, and x is ~o-receptive, 
therefore processes P, Q,R may only export the output capability on x. 
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of the process which may cause this action. All cases are simple, and similar to those 
of the proof of the standard Theorem 8.2(1). What is important - and the reason why 
we need bisimulation with receptiveness rather than the ordinary bisimulation - is that 
with receptive bisimulation, output actions at x from processes like Q [ !x(a).R IP are 
not observable. [] 
We show that the stronger Replication Theorem 8.3(1) can be derived from 
Theorem 8.4(1); similarly, one can derive Theorem 8.3(2) from Theorem 8.4(2). 
vx (!x(a).R IP I Q) x°~ ;0 (Theorem 8.4(1)) 
vx (!x(a).R lvx (!x(a) l P) 
vx (vx (!x(a) l P) ] !x(a).R 
vx (vx (!x(a) l P) l !x(a).R Iwx (!x(a).e I
vx (!x(a) IP) I vx (!x(a).R 
[Q) x~°) ° (structural l ws) 
]Q) v0;o (Theorem 8.4(1)) 
Q)) x~ '0 (garbage collection) 
IO) 
As a consequence of the open replication theorems, we can prove this result: 
Lemma 8.5. !x(a).R I~(b).P ~--~};<X~!x(a).R IR{b/a} [P. 
Note that the right-hand side is a derivative of the left-hand side. The result therefore 
expresses a z-insensitiveness (or partial-confluence) property for certain interactions 
at receptive names. We can make this into a general property, that holds for any 
interaction at an co-receptive name. 
We say that P J+ P~ is a communication at an co-receptive name if P ~ P~ originate 
from a communication between subterms of P along an co-receptive name (more for- 
mally, if the derivation proof of P--L p~ uses a rule (corn) or (c lose)  whose premises 
are input and output actions along an og-receptive name). 
Corollary 8.6. Suppose that A;Fbo~P and p_5+p+ is a communication at an 
co-receptive name. Then P--o~A;r pq 
9. Final remarks 
Several type systems have been proposed for process calculi. The most relevant for 
this work is [15], where the type system has input/output modalities to distinguish 
between the capabilities of reading and writing on names, and the type systems ex- 
pressing linearity information [5, 6, 9]. The type system for receptiveness represents 
a refinement of [15] and, in the case of linear receptiveness, also of [9]. Also [15] 
and [9] contain studies of the effect of types on process behaviours, using barbed 
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congruence. The proof techniques developed in this paper are easier to apply, mainly 
because they are based on labelled bisimilarities. 
Other works that have results on behavioural consequences of types for message- 
passing processes include the following. Kobayahi [8] defines a type system for the 
asynchronous re-calculus that guarantees deadlock freedom in certain cases; a subsys- 
tem of his is similar to ours for e~-receptiveness. Yoshida [25] uses a type system 
where types have a graph structure to prove the full abstraction of an encoding of 
the polyadic ~t-calculus into the monadic calculus. Graphs allow expressing sophis- 
ticated communication protocols among processes, but introduce some complications 
in the typing rules and in the type checking. Sangiorgi [21] uses a type system with 
input/output modalities and variant types to guarantee the adequacy of a translation of 
a typed object-oriented calculus into the ~-calculus. Pierce and Sangiorgi [16] study 
the constraints imposed by parametric polymorphism. 
In this paper, we have separated the typing rules for linear and M-receptiveness, and 
assumed that receptive names carry plain names. Combining the two type systems, or 
relaxing the assumption that all receptive names carry plain names, might lead to a 
drastic increase of the number of rules. This problem can be solved by introducing ap- 
propriate notations for manipulating types and type environments, asdone, for instance, 
in [6, 9]. 
Milner's encodings of call-by-name and call-by-value ;t-calculus [13] can be pre- 
sented in such a way that all names used are either linear or ~o-receptive. On the 
simply-typed 2-calculus, these encodings give rise to a corresponding encoding of types 
that resembles the two translations of intuitionistic linear logic into linear logic given 
by Girard [4] (where, roughly, a "bang" type of Linear Logic becomes an M-receptive 
type, and a linear implication becomes a linear receptive type). That Girard's trans- 
lations have to do with, respectively, call-by-name and call-by-value is not a new 
observation - see for instance [10, 11]. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to see 
some details, regarding the relationship between Linear Logic, 2-calculus and encod- 
ings into ~z-calculus, worked out. 
Some of the ideas in this paper should be useful to develop reasoning techniques for 
other type systems, in particular those with input/output modalities and with linearity. 
They might also be useful in cases where either the receptiveness or the uniformity 
condition fails; for instance the calculus in [3], where all names are uniform but not 
necessarily receptive, or that in [1], where all names are receptive but not necessarily 
uniform. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 5.8 
We prove Lemma 5.8 via a mapping of complete discreet processes onto complete 
normal processes, which we now define. 
Definition A.1. Consider the grammar in Definition 2.1 in which the production for 
input prefixes is replaced by the two productions 
P :=a(p).P[vv (xt> v lv(a).P) 
where, in the second production, v ~ fn(P). The set of normal processes is the subset 
of discreet processes which can be described by such a grammar. 
That is, on normal processes we place the additional requirement that an input at a 
receptive name x be in the "normal form" vv (x~,vlv(a).P). 
Lemma A.2. Suppose A; F ~-L P with x E A, and P is normal. Then P - vv (x ~, v [ P'), 
and P' is normal. 
Notation, With some abuse of notation, we sometimes leave conversions between finite 
sets and tuples of names implicit. Thus, for a set A and a tuple ~ of the same 
cardinality, we might write A ~, ~, assuming the choice of an ordering on the names 
of A and, similarly, A U fi viewing ~ as the set of its components. 
Lemma A.3. Suppose P is normal and A;FkL P. Then P -~(At ,~[P ' )  and P~ is 
normal. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma A.2. [] 
Lemma A.4. Suppose that P is normal. 
(1) I f  P ~ pt and # is an output or a z-action or an input with plain object, then P~ 
is normal; 
(2) if p a~) P ' and x is fresh then P' is normal. 
Proof. Use transition induction to check that P' can be described by the grammar in 
Definition A.1. By Lemma 5.2, P~ is discreet. [] 
Corollary A.5. Suppose P is normal. I f  P ~-~)P p then there are v and R s.t. P ' - - (vv ) 
(x v, v ]R) and x f~ fn(R); moreover R is normal. 
We give a mapping ~ I which transforms every discreet process P into the a normal 
process [P]. The mapping is defined inductively on the structure of P; it acts as a 
homomorphism on all constructs of the language except input at receptive names, for 
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which we have 
~x(r ).p] de= f vv (xt> v I v(r ).~P]) for v fresh. 
In the theorem below, symbol ,,~c stands for the ordinary early congruence of the "~O 
x-calculus (the congruence induced by early bisimulation). 
Lemma A.6 (Correctness of ~ ]). I f  A; F~-LDP then 
(1) A; F~-LD~P] (therefore if P is complete then ~P] is complete); 
(2) ~P] is a normal process; 
(3) P ~ ~P]. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are easy. For (3), the transformation i  the encoding is valid for 
~c because of the law e 
~¢ (xt>v[v(r).P) i fv  is fresh x(r).P "~e vv 
which is a consequence of the second z-law of the x-calculus. [] 
Since the transformation is valid for early bisimulation, and this is a special case of 
bisimulation under linear receptiveness, it is also valid for the latter relation. 
Lemma A.7. Suppose that P and Q are complete, that P ~L Q, and that x, v are fresh 
names. Then also P ] x t> v ~L Q ] x t> v. 
Lemma A.8. Suppose that ~ (P1 I R) and v~ (P2 1 R) are complete. I f  P1 and P2 are 
complete and P1 ~L P2, and R is a normal process, then v~ (Pl [ R) ~L ~ (P2 I R). 
Proof. Let ~ be the set of all pairs of the form 
(~ (P, I R), ~ (P2 I R)) 
and such that 
( 1 ) v~ (P) I R) and v~ (P2 I R)) are complete; 
(2) Pi (i = 1,2) is complete and Pl ~LP2; 
(3) R is normal. 
We show that ~ is a ×L-bisimulation up to --. We show the two most interesting 
cases of moves from v~ (P1 I R). The first is the case of an interaction between P1 and 
R where Pl receives a receptive name x. So, suppose via (Pl[R)--~ v~, x(P~[R)de=f A I 
with Pl--P)~)P~, RP(~)R ' (the output from R must be a bound output because R is 
normal, hence discreet). 
By Lemma A.5, R' =_vv (x~v JR") with x not in R", and R" is normal. Therefore 
A1 =- v~p,v (vx (xE> v l P'1) [ R"). 
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Since P1 xLP2, there are P~ and p~t s.t. P2 P~>P~, and vx (x~,v[P~)=>P~'~L 
vx (x ~ v I P~ ). Therefore 
vp(t'2 IR) JR') 
: -  
@,v(P~'{R'). 
Since - commutes with =% the above means that v[a(P2lR)~ = @, v(P~IR'). It also 
holds that 
v~p,v(vx(x~>v[P'l)lR")~@,v(P' 2' JR") 
because all the side conditions hold (for condition (1) one needs Lemma 4.6). This 
concludes the case. 
The other bisimilarity clause we look at is for the case when @(PI [R) P~> @(PI IR') 
def AI (x fresh) and the action originates from one by R, that is RP~)R '. Process 
@ (P~ IR) can match this action thus: @(P2 {R)P(--~)@(P2 [R')def A2, provided we 
can show that, given some v fresh: 
vx (x~v [A1 )=- ~ -vx  (x~, viA2). 
We have 
vx(x~vlA l ) -~@,x( (P  I Ix~>v)[Rt) def At 1 
and, similarly, 
Vx (x~> v I A2) ::- vp, x ( (P2 ] xt> v) I R') d&--f At 2. 
Now, Atl ~A~ holds because 
• by Lemma A.4, process R ~ is normal; 
• by Lemma A.7, Pl Ix:>v~LP2 Ix~>v; 
• by Lemmas 3.2 and 4.5(2), A~ and A~ are complete. [] 
Using Lemmas A.8 and A.6, one can prove Lemma 5.8, of which we recall the 
assertion: 
Suppose that vY (P ] R) and ~ (Q I R) are complete and discreet. I f  P and Q are 
complete and discreet, then P ×L Q implies vY (P I R) XL ~c (Q ] R ). 
Proof. By hypothesis, P and Q are complete and discreet. If also v~(P{R) and ~(QIR)  
are complete and discreet hen, using Lemma A.6, also v~ (P I~RI) and vY (QI~R~) 
are complete and discreet. Moreover, [R 1 is normal. We can apply Lemma A.8 and 
infer 
(P I IR]) xL ~ (Q [ ~R]). 
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From Lemma A.6(3) and the inclusion ~e~C __ ~L, 
V~ (P JR) ~L V~ (P [~R~) 
~(QIR)  ~a v~(QI~R~) 
By transitivity of ~L, V~ (P JR) ~L V~ (Q JR). [] 
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 5.10 
We prove Theorem 5.10. We only consider clause (1); the others are simple. From 
the hypothesis we know that there are A, F, AR, FR s.t. 
(i) A;F)-LoP, Q; 
(ii) AR; FR ~LDR; 
(iii) A N A R = F CI F R = O, and A U An = A', F U FR : F~; 
(iv) if ~ ~f A N F and ) d¢=f F - A then, for fresh ~, 
(~ ,~) ( )~ I P) ×L (~, ~ ) (~ ~ I Q) 
We have to prove that, if x ~ aef A~ N U and y' aef U - A', then for fresh ~, 
To deZ (vx', y' )(y' ~> ~v[PIR ) ~L (VX', y' )( y~ ~> ~v[QIR ) %f So. 
Let ~ ~ be the encoding to normal processes defined in Appendix A, and consider the 
processes 
T1 deZ (vx', y' )(y'~, ~IPIIR~) 
s, d~j (vx', y' )(y'~ ~IQI~RD 
By Lemma A.6(1), if AR;FRF-LDR, then also AR;FRkLD~R]. Therefore, if To and 
So are discreet and complete, then also T1 and SI are discreet and complete. By 
Lemma A.6(3), R ~c  ~R~, hence To ~e~¢ T1 and So ~c $1. Since ,,~c c_ ~L, and ~L 
is transitive, it holds that To ~L So iff TI ~L SI. We prove below that T1 ~L S1 holds. 
By Lemma A.3, 
~R~  vp(An t>'u I R' ) 
for some ~,~ and R ~ is normal. Therefore, 
T1 ~ (vx', y', p )(y'E> ~vlARE>"u[P]R' ) de f T2 
Now, it holds that 
~u Ty= r c_ru r~= ~;,u y , 
and 
= r - a C_((r U FR) -- (A U AR)) U AR = y' U AR. 
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Therefore, let ~1 and ~ be s.t. 
x'uy'=z uxuy, 
.?UAR=  
We have, for some Wl and w22 s.t. wz U w2 = w U u, 
r2 -  IP)I   IR') dof r* .  
Proceeding similarly on $1, we get 
S~ = (v~, ~ )(v~, ~ (~,  W~IQ)[~ ~, W21R') d~f S*. 
Since T1 and Si are complete and discreet, also T* and S* are so (completeness follows 
from Lemrna 3.2). Moreover R' is normal, and ~, w2 are not free in vY, ~(~t> W1 IP) 
and v~, ~ (~,  Wll ]Q). By hypothesis (4) and Lemma A.7, 
~ff , ~v (~v ~ ~ I P ) I ~ ~ w-2~ × L ~, ~v (~v ~ WII I Q ) I ~ ~" ~ . 
From this and --_CXL, using Lemma 5.8 we can finally derive T~ ~L S1 which concludes 
the proof. [] 
Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 5.14 
In this section we prove Lemma 5.14. The proof consists of two parts. First, we 
show that on image-finite processes relation ×L can be recovered as the intersection 
of its approximants x~. (Section C.1). Using these approximants, and reasoning by 
induction, we prove that P ~L Q implies PF4aL;OQ (Section C.2). 
C.1. Stratification of ×L 
Let ~ be the set of all complete discreet processes. 
Definition C.1 (approximands of XL). We define, inductively on n, the relations .~ 
C~×~:  
~0def 
• ~L---- ~ × ~.  
• Forn>0,  PvnQi f :  ~L 
(1) Whenever p~pt  with bn(/Q fresh, and tt is an output or an input with plain 
object then there is Q' s.t. Q ~ Q' and pt vn-~ hE Q' ; 
(2) i fp-L~P ' then there is Q~ s.t. Q =~ Q' and P' x~-I Q,; 
(3) if P P(--~)P' and x is fresh then, for some fresh name v, there are Q' and Qn s.t. 
_ 
- vx  (x t> v I Q') ~ Q" and 
- vx (x t> v I P') ×~.- 1 Qr,. 
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Definition C.2. We set P ~ Q if, for all n, P ~ Q. 
Although relations ~ are not transitive, we are able to prove that ~ coincides 
with ~-L on image-finite processes. 
Lemma C.3. For all n, it holds that ×L C ~.  
Lemma C.4. I f  P ~.~ Q for infinitely many n, then P ~t~ Q. 
Proposition C.5. Relations ~.~ and ~L coincide on the class of image-finite processes. 
Proof. The inclusion ~L C_ ×~ is given by Lemma C.3. For the opposite inclusion, 
we use Lemma C.4 and show that 
def 
• = {(P ,  Q):  P ~.  c Q for infinitely many n} 
is a ~L-bisimulation. The proof is standard, except for the use of Lemma 5.13 in the 
case of input with plain object, that ensures that image-finiteness is not broken. [] 
C.2. From barbed equivalence to the approximants of ~L 
We first introduce a notation. Given a process R, if 0; F'  F-t R and F ~ C_ F, then rR is 
process that is behaviourally the same as R but with (~; F ~-t rR. Process rR is obtained 
from R by adding a deadlocked component inside which the names in F - F' are 
used in output. Precisely, we define rR dej R[vc (c. (I-Ixcr_r,~(ax))) where c is a fresh 
name and the ax'S are any name. Below, we also use the prefix t .P  (silent prefix), 
that is definable as va ('a I a.P) for a not free in P. We write ~-]~icl Pi for the sum 
of the Pi; construct "~"  has precedence over "+", therefore EiEI Pi Aw Q stands for 
(EiEI Pi) + Q. 
Lemma C.6. For all R with ~; F' ~-t R and F' C_ F it holds that R ~- rR. 
Lemma C.7. Suppose P and Q are image-finite processes and A; ~ F-LD P, Q. Let n >t O. 
If" P #~ Q then there is a process R and there is F C A with ~; F ~-LD R, s.t. for all 
fresh plain names s, and all names ~ C_ fn(P, Q) one of the following assertions is 
true: 
(1) for all P' s.t. P ~ P' it holds that v~ (P' I ( rR + rs)) ~ v~p (Q [ (rR + rs)) 
(2) for all Q' s.t. 0o  Q' it holds that v~(pl(rR + rs))~ v~(Q'l(rR + rs)) 
Proof. For n = 0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose now n>0,  P ~ Q, and A; 
0 ~-LP, Q. This means (using the definition of ×~. and Theorem 3.6) that here are /~ 
and P~ with P ~ P'  and s.t. 
(i) if #=t  then for all Qi s.t. Q ~ Qi it holds that P' ~- I  Qi and A;OF-LP',Qi; 
(ii) if # is an output or an input with plain object, then for all Qi s.t. Q ~ Qi it holds 
that pt #~-1 Qi. Moreover if p is an input x(a) (input at a receptive name), then 
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A-x ;  0 ~-LDU, Qi; if/~ is an output ~(x) (output of a fresh receptive name), then 
A,x; 0 ~-LD pi, Qi; otherwise (no receptive name appears in/t), A; 0 ~-LD U, Qi; 
(iii) i f / t=a(x)  (x fresh), then for all Qi and Qi, j s.t. Q~Qi  and vx(x~,vIQi ) =~ Qij 
(where v is fresh) it holds that vx (x~, v [P') ~- l  Qi, j. Moreover, A; 0 F-LD VX 
(x~ xv[P') and A; (9 F-LD Qi, j. 
We prove the thesis of the lemma with a case analysis of the form of/t .  We show 
the details for two cases; the other cases can be handled in a similar way, and we 
only show the definition of the process R. Below, s,s~,s~ are all supposed to be plain 
names. 
Case a: /~ is an input with plain object, say #=b(a). In this case, (ii) holds. 
Therefore, by induction, for all Qi s.t. Q :~ Qi there is Ri s.t. pt, Oi and Ri satisfy the 
thesis of the lemma. Moreover, there are F/_C A s.t. (9; F~ F-LD Rg. Since Q is image-finite, 
the set of such Qi is finite, and can therefore be written as {Qi}ic1 for some finite 
indexing set I. Define F ~f Ui~l F,.. Now let si ( iEI) and s ~ be fresh names. Define 
R def -b(a)" ( ~ z'(rRi PSi)+ PS') . 
We show that with this definition of R, processes P, Q and R satisfy the thesis of the 
lemma. First, it holds that 0; F F-LD R, and F _C A. We have now to show that either (1) 
or (2) holds. We show that (2) holds. Take any fresh name s, any ~C_ fn(P, Q) and 
any Q' s.t. Q =:> Q'. Abbreviate A ~f v~ (PI ( rR + rs)) and B ~f v~ (Q'I ( rR + rs)) • By 
absurd, suppose A ~ B; we show that this leads to a contradiction. We have 
It holds that A1 ~s,, but not Aa ~-s. I fA ~ B, then also B should have a derivative B1 
for which BI #-.~.,, but not Bl ~ .  The only way for process B to do so is by doing 
for some Qi s.t. Q' ~(=~) Qi. It should be A l ~ B1. 
We can now exploit the inductive hypothesis on U, Qi and Ri. Suppose U, Qi and 
Ri satisfy assertion (2) of the lemma (the case of (1) is similar). It holds that 
A1 --~ vp(P'](rRi + PSi)) defA2 
and A 2 -~s,, but not A2 ~.,. Reasoning as above, we conclude that B1 can only match 
Al'S move by doing 
B1 ~ v~ (Q;I(rRi + Psi) ) de," 82 
for some Q[ s.t. Q~ ~ Q~, and it should be A2 ~ 82. By Lemma C.6, it should also be 
v~ (P' [ (Ri + r'si ) ) ~ @ (Q[ [ (Ri + r~s~ ) ). But this contradicts the inductive assumption. 
We therefore conclude that A ~ B. 
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Case b: # t's the input of a receptive name, say a(x>. Let v be some flesh name. 
By induction, for all Qi and Qi4 s.t. Q=~Qi and vx(xt>vlQi)~ Qij there is Ri.j s.t. 
vx(x ~, v I U), Qi,j and Ri, j satisfy the thesis of the lemma. By Lemma 5.13, vx(x t> v [ U) 
and Qi4 are image-finite• Let {Qi,j}iEl, jEJ the set of  such Qi, j. And, if  ~;~'j}-LDRi, j
define F ~f UiEI, jG_J l~i,J" NOW define, for fresh names si, j and s~: 
and consider Q' s.t. Q =~ Q'. 
Let A a_ef @ (p i( R + rs)) and B a=~f @ (Q' I (R + rs)). Suppose A ,~ B. We have 
If  A ~ B, then B should have a derivative BI ~ Al for which Bl -~s,, but not B1 .~s. 
Therefore, the only way for process B to match A's move is by doing 
• ( i,j -~ Si, j ) q- FSt 
iGl, jEJ 
for some i,j. But now, reasoning as in case ( 1 ), we can exploit the inductive assumption 
on processes U, Qi4 and Ri, y and derive a contradiction. 
Case c: #=x(a>. In this case, process R is so defined: 
R d~'Y~(a)" ( ~ ~'(rRi rsi) + rs') 
Case d: # = ~. In this case, process R is so defined: 
iEl 
Case e: # is a free output, say fi(a>. (The object of the flee output is a plain name 
because P is discreet.) In this case, process R is so defined: 
R de=-t p(r).[r=a] (i~l~.(rRi + rsi + rs')) 
Case f: # is a bound output, say if(q). In this case, process R is so defined: 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 5.14. We recall its assertion: 
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A;0C~ On processes that are complete, discreet and imaye-finite, it holds that "~L -~,  
for all A. 
Proof .  I f  P ~L Q, then, by Proposition C.5 P ~ Q, for some n. By Lemma C.7 there 
is R,s, F, C d s.t. 0; F t-Lo R and (viewing F as a tuple o f  names) vF (P I (R + rs)) ~ v 
F(Q I (R + rs)). Context vF ((R + rsl[.]) ) is a completing context on A;~I. We can 
therefore conclude that p~;OQ.  [] 
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